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In recent years the laser-induced interatomic Coulombic decay (ICD) process in paired quantum dots has been predicted [J. Chem. Phys. 138 (2013)
214104]. In this work we target the enhancement of ICD by scanning over a
range of strong-field laser intensities. The GaAs quantum dots are modeled
by a one-dimensional double-well potential in which simulations are done
with the space-resolved multi-configuration time-dependent Hartree method
including antisymmetrization to account for the fermions. As a novelty a
complementary state-resolved ansatz is developed to consolidate the interpretation of transient state populations, widths obtained for the ICD and the
competing direct ionization channel, and Fano peak profiles in the photoelectron spectra. The major results are that multi-photon processes are unimportant even for the strongest fields. Further, below-π to π pulses display
the highest ICD efficiency while the direct ionization becomes less dominant.
Keywords: Electron Dynamics, Laser Control, Interatomic Coulombic
Decay, Quantum Dot, Strong Field
1. Introduction
“ICD appears everywhere!”[1] - this slogan summarizes the nearly twenty
years of success history of the ultrafast interatomic (intermolecular) Coulombic decay (ICD) process from its first theoretical prediction by Cederbaum,
Zobeley, and Tarantelli [2] to its widespread theoretical and experimental
observation [3, 4] in various atomic and molecular systems including clusters
of noble gas atoms [5, 6, 7, 8], endohedral fullerenes [9, 10, 11], aqueous solutions [12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17], biological systems [18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23], and
nanomaterials [24, 25, 26] just to name a few.
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ICD can be understood as a delocalized Auger decay over two or more
atomic species which is mediated by the long-range Coulomb force among
electrons residing on the different sites: on one site a high-energy electron
relaxes into a lower-energy state and transfers its energy to another electron
on one of the neighboring sites which is then ionized. The decaying resonance
excited state is typically prepared by either inner-valence ionization [3, 4, 27],
resonant excitation [28, 29, 30, 31], electron [4, 32, 33, 34, 35, 36], or ion
impact [4, 37].
Moreover, the above slogan directs into the future. It motivates the interdisciplinary community of ICD researchers to push the frontiers towards
a comprehensive fundamental understanding of ICD as well as towards novel
materials. Our contributions support both directions. Firstly, we pioneered
material sciences investigations of ICD by studying pairs of nano-structured
semiconductors, namely quantum dots (QD) [24, 25, 38]. They are available
from various fabrications techniques as self-assembled [39], nanowire [40],
etched vertical [41], and gated two-dimensional electron gas [42] quantum
dots. Such materials are attractive candidates for a device application of
ICD in the field of energy conversion, e.g. as next-generation infrared photo
detector or solar cell. This is because the QD pair’s electronic structure, and
hence the ICD performance, can be custom made through geometry control
of the QDs’ distance [25, 38] (this holds likewise for quantum wells [26]),
widths [43], and heights [43, 44].
Secondly, we explicitly solve the time-dependent electronic Schrödinger
equation in a space-resolved fashion [25, 34] for the scenario of two correlated
electrons. This renders insight into the transient electronic level occupations
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during ICD in addition to the decay rates which can likewise be obtained from
non-hermitian electronic structure theory for resonances [6, 27, 45, 46] and
nuclear dynamics of the cluster explosion after ICD [47, 48, 49]. In cases lessaccurate partially-correlated electron dynamics has been used in combination
with hole [50] or nuclear [17] dynamics. In this paper we push the theory to
another level in solving the time-dependent electronic Schrödinger equation
in an alternative state-resolved ansatz to consolidate and interpret our spaceresolved results.
Thirdly, we explicitly consider the radiative initiation of ICD in our description [51]. Control of ICD by field strength variation is the theme of
this paper. Before we lay out the details, let us introduce the two-state-andcontinuum model system of the paired QDs (Fig. 1). Each QD is represented by an electron binding potential where the two levels L0 and L1 of
the left and the single level R0 of the right QD are in the energetic order
EL1e0 < ER1e0 < EL1e1 . The system is initially in its |L0 R0 i ground state with
one electron in the lowest level of each QD. A laser excites the electron in
the left QD such that the two-electron resonance state |L1 R0 i is populated.
This initiates ICD where the L1 electron relaxes to the L0 level again while
energy becomes available to ionize the right binding potential through exciting the R0 electron into the electronic continuum with energies ε, i.e. into
the state manifold |L0 εi [25, 51]. States with both electrons localized in the
same QD were found to be irrelevant for the processes investigated [25, 38].
Note as well that available paired QDs meeting this theoretical description
are singly-charged e.g. by electron transport from a reservoir [39, 40, 41, 42].
Either a triplet state, which is stable over 100 ns [40, 41] or the energetically
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Figure 1: Schematic representation of the relevant two-electron states in the paired QD.
The |L0 R0 i ground state is by ω lower in energy than the equally-energetic decaying and
continuum states |L1 R0 i and |L0 εi. These states can be addressed by the laser, the first
through resonant excitation (ex), the second through direct ionization (ion). |L1 R0 i can
decay into |L0 εi via ICD.

favored singlet state could be established for the full duration of ICD and
likewise be calculated [25, 51].
When speaking of laser control of ICD an efficient preparation of the
decaying resonance state is anticipated. One control parameter is the laser
focus that influences the direct ionization of the R0 electron [51]. A few
others, which will be subject to future publications, are off-resonance lasing
actions, polarization effects relevant to other typical QD geometries, and
pulse duration. Their combination may eventually be cast into an optimal
control scheme.
In this study we investigate the influence of different strengths of a pulsed
infrared-laser field on the ICD process in QDs. They are in the range of
3·107 −2·109 W/cm2 [52, 53] and thus lie well below the maximum intensities
1018 W/cm2 typically accessible in regular laser labs for a variety of energies
from ultraviolet to infrared pulses [54]. To date experiments on ICD have only
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been done for atomic and molecular clusters and require soft X-ray pulses of
similar intensity that are only available in large-scale synchrotron facilities
as e.g. BESSY II [28, 55]. There the peak intensity is prescribed by the
beamline used and typically allows for a sub-π pulse excitation only. Hence,
to our knowledge, ICD has experimentally never been investigated with view
on laser strengths. For atoms and molecules this may become possible at
high-brilliance soft X-ray sources specifically prepared for intensity variation,
or when laser technology advances towards generating soft X-ray pulses in
regular laser labs. At that time our theoretical method will be ready to
accompany such experiments. By contrast, no obvious technical obstacle may
hinder a potential QD ICD lab experiment on the influence of infrared lasing
strength, and indeed QD experiments have already been done on population
inverting Rabi oscillations with ultraviolet to visible light in the intensity
range 103 − 106 W/cm2 [56, 57]. But there photoionization was no relevant
process.
Although not ICD, the Auger decay after core-ionization of atoms has
been studied in competition with photoionization as function of the strength
of hard X-ray fields with 1014 − 1019 W/cm2 [53, 58]. In focus was the field
strength dependence of the shape of the electron spectrum after irradiation
with time-symmetric nπ pulses which established an n-fold multiplet structure. Such a profile can be observed when the decay is much faster then the
pulse, i.e. where the spectral widths of a π pulse, or the Rabi oscillation
time of any nπ pulse, is significantly larger than the decay widths [53, 58].
In the inverse case [51, 59, 60, 61] the photoelectron peak establishes an ideal
Fano profile when no strong-field bending of continuum states occurs [60].
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In our previous work we have been able to deduce the Fano rather than the
multiplet regime and showed there a nearly ideal Fano profile for an n = 1π
pulse [51]. Here we will extend these findings towards higher-nπ pulses.
The course of the manuscript is this: In Sec. 2.1 we introduce the model
for the QD pair followed by the two theoretical methods for space- and a
state-resolved electron-dynamics calculations (Secs. 2.2.1 and 2.2.2). To
compare both representations we begin discussing the results with the known
π-pulse-induced ICD process (Sec. 3.1) and then turn to stronger nπ-pulses
(Sec. 3.2.1) as well as arbitrarily strong (Sec. 3.2.2) and weak fields (Sec.
3.2.3).
2. Theory
2.1. Paired Quantum Dot Model
The pair of QDs in which we investigate ICD is modeled by two onedimensional negative Gaussian potentials expanding into the z-direction,
2

2

V̂QD (z) = −DL e−bL (z+R̃/2) − DR e−bR (z−R̃/2) ,

(1)

where R̃ = 8.0 a.u. (86.68 nm) is the distance between the potential minima,
DL = 1.0 a.u. (10.30 meV) and DR = 0.8 a.u. (8.24 meV) are the depths of
the left (L) and right (R) potential wells. With bL = 0.25 a.u. and bR = 1.0
a.u. we determine the corresponding full width at half maximum of the two
p
potentials via rL,R = 2 ln 2/bL,R which gives rL = 36.08 nm and rR = 18.04
nm. Note that our calculations were performed in atomic units. The numerical data in this paper is given in units of GaAs QDs (nm for distances, meV
for energies) with a material specific effective mass and dielectric constant,
7

m∗ = 0.063 and κ = 12.9 [62], and the conversion equations as in previous
work [43]. The parameters fulfill the requirement of keeping the spatial overlap of the Gaussian potential wells’ bound one-particle states negligible, so
that two-electron wavefunctions can be approximated by an antisymmetrized
Hartree product (see below).
The model is based on our previous calculations in a quasi-one dimensional system, i.e. in three-dimensional space with only one-dimensional
continuum [25, 51] for which we showed in other works that a simplification
into a true one-dimensional potential is allowed [36, 38].
The single-electron eigenstates of the Hamiltonian for the i-th electron,
ĥi = −

1 ∂2
+ V̂QD (zi ),
2 ∂zi2

(2)

fulfill the time-independent Schrödinger equation for discrete energies labeled
by n,
ĥi |φn i = En1e |φn i,

(3)

and for continuous energies labeled by ε,
ĥi |φ(ε)i = ε|φ(ε)i.

(4)

There are two bound states for the left (|φL0 i, |φL1 i) and one for the right
well (|φR0 i) with the following order of the energies EL1e0 < ER1e0 < EL1e1 . Above
these energies the spectrum is continuous.
The two-electron Hamiltonian,
Ĥel = ĥ1 + ĥ2 + V̂Coul (z12 ),
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(5)

contains, besides the one-electron Hamiltonians of Eq. (2), a term for the
Coulomb interaction, namely
r
V̂Coul (z12 ) =

√
π z12
2
e /2 erfc(z12 / 2),
2

(6)

with z12 = |z1 − z2 |. It accounts for the transition of the Coulomb interaction
−1
defined as r12
= |r1 − r2 |−1 in three-dimensional systems into one dimension

here [36, 38].
The solution to the respective time-independent Schrödinger equation,
Ĥel |Φα i = Eα2e |Φα i,

(7)

yields the two-electron eigenstates |Φα i with the corresponding eigenenergies
Eα2e . The index α denotes the possible configurations of the two-electron
system. There one has to consider the three different cases of either both
electrons occupying bound QD levels, both occupying continuum levels, or
a mixture of both. Note particularly that the all-bound two-electron states
relevant to ICD localize one electron in each of the potentials, although
for triplets one and for singlets four states with both electrons in the same
potential exists which are known to not disturb the dynamics.[25, 38]
Here we deliberately chose the more-intensely investigated triplet electron
configuration. The antisymmetrized two-electron eigenstates can be approximated via two-term products of single-particle solutions,



|Φ 0 i = √12 (|φn0 i|φn i − |φn i|φn0 i)

 nn
|Φα i =
|Φn (ε)i = √12 (|φ(ε)i|φn i − |φn i|φ(ε)i)



 |Φ(ε, ε0 )i = √1 (|φ(ε0 )i|φ(ε)i − |φ(ε)i|φ(ε0 )i) ,
2
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(8)

with the corresponding energies,

nn0


E 2e = En1e + En1e0 + ṼCoul

 nn0
2e
nε
Eα2e =
Enε
= En1e + ε + ṼCoul



 E 2e0 = ε + ε0 + Ṽ εε0 ,

(9)

Coul

εε

α
denotes the expectation value of the Coulomb
with n, n0 = L0 , L1 , R0 . ṼCoul
α
energy which is approximately ṼCoul
≈ 1/R̃ for the two relevant nn0 -cases,

|L0 R0 i and |L1 R0 i, but significantly smaller for interactions including continuum electrons.
2.2. Electron Dynamics
As we continue our electron-dynamics study of ICD in a QD pair initiated
by lasers [51] by now including pulse variations, we aim at the solution to
the time-dependent Schrödinger equation,
i

∂
|Ψ(t)i = Ĥ(t)|Ψ(t)i.
∂t

(10)

The interaction of the electrons with the electromagnetic field is described
by a time-dependent term Ĥem (t) in the Hamiltonian,
Ĥ(t) = Ĥel + Ĥem (t).

(11)

Within the semiclassical dipole approximation it is represented by
Ĥem (t) = −E(t) · µ̂,
with the electric dipole operator µ̂ = −

P

i ẑi ez

(12)

summing over the coordinates

of negatively charged electrons. The time-dependent electric field E(t) =
E(t)ez is linearly polarized into z-direction, hence
Ĥem (t) = E(t) (ẑ1 + ẑ2 ) .
10

(13)

Due to the limited minimal focus of a typical laser the complete paired QD
system is resonantly excited via an nπ-laser pulse with the electric field,


t
2
E(t) = nε0 cos (ωt) sin π
Θ(tw − t).
(14)
tw
The field strength ε0 = 2ω is determined for the π-pulse case n = 1 [51, 63],
where ω = EL2e1 R0 − EL2e0 R0 is the resonant excitation energy. For n = 1 the
fixed pulse duration tw = 2π/ε0 allows exactly for a single |L0 R0 i → |L1 R0 i
inversion, otherwise for n inversions. Here, we also study a variety of strong
pulses with n > 1, n ∈ N as well as weak pulses with 0 < n < 1, n ∈ R and
observe the decay of the |L1 R0 i state with the ICD rate ΓL1 R0 = ΓICD . The
intensity of the laser field relates to the field strength via I = (nε0 )2 /(8πα)
(in atomic units) with the fine structure constant α as inverse of the speed
of light in vacuum.
In the following, we introduce two representations of the time-dependent
wavefunction as solution to the Schrödinger equation (10).
2.2.1. Space-Resolved Representation
In a space-resolved calculation the real-time dynamics is calculated within
an interval in which the wavefunction propagates. During the propagation, the initial wavepacket interacts with an external laser pulse and undergoes simultaneously ICD and a direct photoionization processes. For
this purpose we make use of the multi-configuration time-dependent Hartree
(MCTDH) method [64, 65] implemented in the Heidelberg MCTDH package
[66, 67]. The spatial wavefunction is represented by a sum over Hartree products with time-dependent coefficients Aj1 ...jk (t) and likewise time-dependent
single-particle functions (SPFs) ψji (ri , t). In this representation, the total
11

electronic wavefunction is resolved in space, instead of the individual states,
so that the continuum is treated at equally high accuracy as the bound states.
Yet, the information of the population of a specific bound state is still available via projections (see below). For our two-electron system with one degree
of freedom zi per electron the wavefunction looks as follows,
ΨMCTDH (z1 , z2 , t) =

n2
n1 X
X
j1

(1)

(2)

Aj1 j2 (t)ψj1 (z1 , t)ψj2 (z2 , t).

(15)

j2

Both, the time-dependent SPFs and the expansion coefficients are propagated
according to the MCTDH equations of motion, which are derived from the
Dirac-Frenkel time-dependent variational principle, i.e. hδΨ|H − i∂t |Ψi = 0.
In a preceding block improved relaxation, i.e. a propagation in negative imaginary time with Ĥ = Ĥel , we use that at t = 0 the SPFs of the wavefunction
correspond to the time-independent one-electron eigenfunctions φn (zi ) for
both electrons in their respective well’s ground state, as
ΨMCTDH (r1 , r2 , t = 0) = 2−1/2 (φL0 (z1 )φR0 (z2 ) − φR0 (z1 )φL0 (z2 )) .

(16)

For spin triplet states the spatial wavefunction is antisymmetrized by imposing the condition Aj1 j2 (t) = −Aj2 j1 (t). From the relaxation we find the initial
state ΦL0 R0 (z1 , z2 ) and the resonance excited state ΦL1 R0 (z1 , z2 ). The former
is then propagated in real time to obtain the time-dependent wavefunction.
For the SPFs the Runge-Kutta integrator of order 8 was applied, for the
A coefficients a short-time Lanczos integrator (SIL). The effectively realized
propagation time step was about 0.0639 ps for state populations and 0.0064
ps for electron spectra, respectively.
For result analysis, we determine the populations of the single-electron
states, which can be calculated via the projections of the single-particle states
12

on the two-particle time-dependent wavefunction. For the inclusion of the
second coordinate we need to project on the two-particle identity first,
XZ
1X
1=
|Φnn0 ihΦnn0 | +
dε |Φn (ε)ihΦn (ε)|
2 nn0
n
ZZ
1
dεdε0 |Φ(ε, ε0 )ihΦ(ε, ε0 )|.
(17)
+
2
The populations of the discrete one-electron states |φn i as well as the continuum states |φ(ε)i are then calculated as
Pn (t) = 2|hφn |1|Ψ(t)i|2
Z
X
2
|hΦn0 n |Ψ(t)i| + dε |hΦn (ε)|Ψ(t)i|2
=

(18)
(19)

n0

P (t, ε) = 2|hφ(ε)|1|Ψ(t)i|2
Z
X
2
|hΦn (ε)|Ψ(t)i| + dε0 |hΦ(ε, ε0 )|Ψ(t)i|2 ,
=

(20)
(21)

n

where the prefactor of two accounts for two identical electrons. The populations of the two-electron states (Eq. (8)) can be obtained from the squared
absolute value of the projections on the time-dependent wave function, or
crosscorrelation functions c(t),
Pα (t) = |hΦα |Ψ(t)i|2 = |cα (t)|2 .

(22)

After the termination of the pulse the population of |ΦL1 R0 i follows an exponential decay PL1 R0 (t) ∝ e−ΓICD t with the ICD rate ΓICD .
After a sufficiently long propagation time T , ΓICD can likewise be deduced
from the electron spectrum [51, 66],
Z T

σα (E) = 2
< cα (t)ei(E+Eα )t dt,
0
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(23)

around the relevant state |αi = |ΦL1 R0 i when fitting the general Fano line
shape
σLF1ano
R0 (E)

1 (q · ΓICD /2 + (E − EL1 R0 ))2
=
1 + q 2 (ΓICD /2)2 + (E − EL1 R0 )2

(24)

onto the spectrum, which is centered at the resonance position E = EL1 R0
and scaled with (1 + q 2 )−1 to only take values in [0, 1]. Moreover, the Fano
profile parameter q is obtained, which determines the relative importance of
the ICD decay process compared to direct ionization.
Technically, in MCTDH wavefunctions and operators are described by
a discrete variable representation (DVR), which is here done with 140 and
980 sine DVR points in z-direction in the interval [−541.78 nm, 541.78 nm]
and [−3792.42 nm, 3792.42 nm], respectively. The grid density was ∆x =
7.74 nm in both cases that allows represent continuum wavefunctions with
the electron having a maximum kinetic energy of Tmax = 99.6 meV which
corresponds to an 18-photon excitation. For the calculations on the short
grid a complex absorbing potential (CAP) [25, 51] of 4th-order and strength
η = 8.6997 · 10−6 at z = ±325.07 nm removes the emitted electron and thus
prevents its reflection at the end of the grid. The long grid is CAP free, as we
can reasonably observe ICD before backscattered electrons start to penetrate
the QDs geometry.
The effective Coulomb potential (Eq. (6)) has been converted into MCTDH
form, a sum of products of single particle potentials, by employment of the
POTFIT program [66, 68, 69]. For this conversion to be accurate, i.e. having
a root mean square deviation of about 10−12 meV among the exact and the
fitted potential and, more importantly, not changing the results of the electron dynamics, an exact expansion over all single-particle turned out to be
14

mandatory. On the comparably small grid this is, however, not time-critical
(for details see Ref. [43]).
2.2.2. State-Resolved Representation
In a second approach we use a state-resolved representation of the system
[70, 71]. This approach is based on the two relevant two-electron eigenstates
|L0 R0 i, |L1 R0 i and the continuum |L0 εi (cf. Fig. 1). This is a much faster
way of obtaining information on the systems’ dynamical behavior, but therefore we will neglect multi-photon processes. If this is legal to do, we will see
by comparing the outcome with the space-resolved calculations.
The total wavefunction |Ψ(t)i is expanded in the orthonormal basis of
the time-independent two-electron eigenstates Eq. (8). By making use of
the completeness of the basis, |Ψ(t)i can be multiplied by the identity (Eq.
(17)) which gives
XZ
1X
|Ψ(t)i =
ann0 (t)|Φnn0 i +
dε an (t, ε)|Φn (ε)i
2 nn0
n
ZZ
1
+
dεdε0 a(t, ε, ε0 )|Φ(ε, ε0 )i.
2

(25)

Here, we introduced the time-dependent coefficients ann0 (t) = hΦnn0 |Ψ(t)i,
an (t, ε) = hΦn (ε)|Ψ(t)i and a(t, ε, ε0 ) = hΦ(ε, ε0 )|Ψ(t)i. Let us consider only
single-photon excitations here, i.e. besides |ΦL0 R0 i only the states |ΦL1 R0 i
and |ΦL0 (ε)i are populated after applying a laser pulse (cf. Fig. 1), where
EL2e1 R0 = EL2e0 ε . We also rename the initial state |ΦL0 R0 i = |ii, the decaying
state |ΦL1 R0 i = |di and the final state |ΦL0 (ε)i = |fε i. The wavefunction of
Eq. (25) then simplifies to
Z
|Ψ(t)i = ai (t)|ii + ad (t)|di +
15

dε af (t, ε)|fε i.

(26)

Inserting it into the time-dependent Schrödinger equation (10) gives,
Z
iȧi (t)|ii + iȧd (t)|di + i dε ȧf (t, ε)|fε i =
Z
ai (t)Ĥ(t)|ii + ad (t)Ĥ(t)|di + dε af (t, ε)Ĥ(t)|fε i,

(27)

where ȧ denotes the time-derivative of a. Eq. (27) multiplied from the left
separately with hi|, hd| and hfε | gives the following set of equations,
Z
iȧi (t) = hi|Ĥ|iiai (t) + hi|Ĥ|diad (t) + dε hi|Ĥ|fε iaf (t, ε)
Z
∗ ∗
∗
= Ei ai (t) + µex E (t)ad (t) + E (t) dεµ∗ion (ε)af (t, ε)
(28)
Z
iȧd (t) = hd|Ĥ|iiai (t) + hd|Ĥ|diad (t) + dε hd|Ĥ|fε iaf (t, ε)
Z
= µex E(t)ai (t) + Ed ad (t) + dεV ∗ (ε)af (t, ε)
(29)
Z
iȧf (t, ε) = hfε |Ĥ|iiai (t) + hfε |Ĥ|diad (t) + dε0 hfε |Ĥ|fε0 iaf (t, ε0 )
= µion (ε)E(t)ai (t) + V (ε)ad (t) + (Ef + ε)af (t, ε),

(30)

Ei , Ed , Ef +ε denote the energies of the initial state, decaying state, and final
state (with the emitted electron), respectively. The light-matter interaction
is described by the transition dipole moment interacting with the external
field E(t), with µex and µion (ε) representing the transition dipole moment
of the photoexcitation and the direct photoionization process, respectively.
Assuming a linear polarized field in z direction, the transition dipole moment
can be evaluated using MCTDH according to
Z ∞
µex = hd|ẑ|ii =
dz zΦ∗d (z)Φi (z),
Z−∞∞
µion (ε) = hfε |ẑ|ii =
dz zΦ∗f (z, ε)Φi (z).
−∞
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(31)
(32)

Finally, V (ε) denotes the transition matrix element from state |di to |fε i via
Coulomb interaction and hence V (ε) = hfε |V̂coul |di. Note that the radiative
decay from |ii to |di is negligible, since it was found to be three orders of
magnitude slower than all other relevant transitions [25].
The final state amplitudes af (t, ε) in Eq. (30) can be formulated as,
Z t
0
af (t, ε) = −i
dt0 [µion (ε)E(t0 )ai (t0 ) + V (ε)ad (t0 )] ei(Ef +ε)(t −t) .
(33)
t0

We insert this representation of af (t, ε) into the integral in Eq. (29). To solve
the improper integral we apply the local approximation [72], which limits the
energy of the free electron to a maximum value. This yields
Z ∞
i
i
dεV ∗ (ε)af (t, ε) = − γE(t)ai (t) − ΓICD ad (t),
2
2
0

(34)

with γ = 2πV ∗ µion , ΓICD = 2π|V |2 . Similarly, the integral in Eq. (28) now
reads
Z
0

∞

i
i
dεµ∗ion af (t, ε) = − Γ∗ion E ∗ (t)ai (t) − γ ∗ ad (t),
2
2

(35)

with the field-independent Γion = 2π|µion |2 .
Thus, the equations of motion used in the state-resolved calculation read




i ∗
i ∗
2
∗
iȧi (t) = Ei − Γion |E(t)| ai (t) + µex − γ E ∗ (t)ad (t),
(36)
2
2




i
i
(37)
iȧd (t) = µex − γ E(t)ai (t) + Ed − ΓICD ad (t),
2
2
iȧf (t, ε) = µion E(t)ai (t) + V ad (t) + (Ef + ε)af (t, ε).

(38)

The occupations of the two-electron states are readily available via Pi (t) =
R
|ai (t)|2 , Pd (t) = |ad (t)|2 , Pf (t) = dε |af (t, ε)|2 . From Pd (t) the spectrum
can be evaluated as described in Sec. 2.2.1. Eqs. (36)-(38) were solved
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numerically with a self-developed fortran program. Most of the required
parameters were obtained from previous MCTDH calculations, namely Ei =
−0.9180 a.u. (−9.4570 meV), Ed = Ef + ε = −0.4157 a.u. (−4.2825 meV),
ω = 0.5023 a.u. (5.1746 meV), tw = 258.5629 a.u. (16.5204 ps), ΓICD =
3.9679 · 10−4 a.u. (4.0876 · 10−3 meV, as a rate 6.21 · 10−3 1/ps), µex = 0.8923
a.u. (9.1922 meV), and ε0 = 0.0243 a.u., which corresponds to an intensity
of I = 2.8918 · 108 W/cm2 . The determination of Γion and hence µion will be
motivated in Sec. 3.1.
3. Results and Discussion
3.1. π-Pulse Induced ICD
Before laying out the full spectral range of the resonant laser pulses we go
back to the already investigated π-pulse excitation [51] that yields a single
inversion from the ground into the resonant excited state. First of all we
analyze the details of the excitation dynamics calculated with MCTDH, using
the grid size and box length which had been optimized in a previous study,
where it was shown not to perturb the ICD decay process [43].
The top and bottom panel of Fig. 2 show the projections of the total
wavefunction on the one- and two-electron bound states from the MCTDH
calculations as defined in Eqs. (18) and (22). On the one hand the state
|L0 R0 i (see population shown in dark gray line, Fig. 2, bottom) is fully depopulated at the end of the pulse duration, namely at 16.5 ps, echoing the
well-known population inversion induced by the π pulse. Since this population never recovers from zero, processes such as radiative recombination and
electron tunneling can be ruled out. On the other hand, the resonance state
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Figure 2: Populations of one-electron (upper panel) and two-electron bound states (lower
panel) of the paired QD ICD process. The system is initialized by a π pulse which lasts for
16.5 ps. Two different boundary conditions with distinct grid sizes are employed: Dashed
lines correspond to MCTDH computations using a 140-point DVR grid with CAP, while
solid lines correspond to calculations performed using a 980-point DVR grid without CAP.

|L1 R0 i (black line), populated via a photoexcitation while competing with
the direct photoionization channel to |L0 εi, reaches its maximum population PLmax
at t = 14.1 ps, i.e. prior the end of pulse duration, and decays
1 R0
exponentially afterwards.
The major information from Fig. 2 is the comparison of computations,
using two different boundary conditions: one is a short grid interval [−541.78
nm, 541.78 nm] with 140 sine DVR points and a complex absorbing potential (CAP, cf. Sec. 2.2.1), while the other is an identically-spaced long-grid
interval [−3792.42 nm, 3792.42 nm] with 980 sine DVR points but without
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CAP. For each of the grids the resonant excitation energy for the pulse of Eq.
(14) is deduced from relaxation calculations to be ω140 = 5.1746 meV and
ω980 = 5.1791 meV. The other laser parameters were determined from the
Rabi oscillations under permanent irradiation. The values tw,140 = 16.5204
ps and ε0,140 = 0.0243004 a.u. (I140 = 2.8918 · 108 W/cm2 ) as well as
tw,980 = 16.5062 ps and ε0,980 = 0.0243213 a.u. (I980 = 2.8943 · 108 W/cm2 ),
respectively, were applied.
Once the pulse is turned off, the populations of |L1 R0 i obtained from both
boundary conditions, decrease with a similar rate proving that the evaluated
−3
−3
meV)
meV and Γ980
ICD decay width (Γ140
ICD = 4.1160 · 10
ICD = 4.0876 · 10

indeed does not depend on the used boundary condition (up to a certain
numerical accuracy, of course). However, employing a CAP in a short grid
interval leads to a lower overall population of the |L1 R0 i state (Fig. 2,
bottom, black line) as shown by the associated PL1 R0 (dashed line) compared
to the one without CAP (solid line). Such effect was not reported in our
previous calculations [25, 43], due to the fact that we were only interested in
the decay of an initial state |L1 R0 i, which turned out to be hardly influenced
by the choice of the boundary condition. Hence, the effect must originate
from the laser excitation into either |L1 R0 i or |L0 εi. Since the eigenfunction
of the resonance excited state |L1 R0 i is quite localized, we expect the same
population increase for both grids by the laser. Contrary, the |L0 εi states
that are populated as well directly via the pulse are as wide as the complete
grid and hence reach into the CAP. In this sense the CAP may accelerate
photoionization and lead to a smaller PLmax
.
1 R0
Another difference of the two grids appears for the single-electron projec-
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tions. With the CAP-induced enhancement of direct ionization the L1 level
(upper panel of Fig. 2, black dashed line) is unphysically little populated
after the pulse with a pronounced peak near the end of the pulse. Besides,
employing the CAP with a short grid yields a constant population of the L0
level (dark gray, dashed line) when the ICD process takes place, i.e. the L1
level population decreases. In contrast, the population of L0 obtained from
the long grid calculation (black and dark gray solid lines) increases steadily
counterbalancing the PL1 behavior. This is what one would expect from an
ICD process, i.e. the electron on level L1 relaxes back to the level L0 while
the excess energy is used to ionized the electron from R0 (light gray lines).
In an earlier work [51] the unphysical behavior of PL0 (t) was corrected via a
renormalization of the wavefunction, namely PL0 0 (t) = PL0 (t) + (1 − |Ψ(t)|2 ).
This suggests that the electron absorbed by the CAP must have been in the
|L0 εi state. This means by implication that multi-photon processes where
not taken into account in that renormalization. Only the populations of R0
(light gray lines) do not show differences comparing the two grids.
Although the calculation with a long grid without CAP can describe more
accurately the details of the dynamics, such an accurate dynamics lasts no
more than 64 ps. After that, the outgoing electronic wavepacket encounters
the end of grid and is scattered back to the paired QD. Therefore, if only the
decay rate of the resonance state is of interest, using a short grid with CAP
provides highly-accurate results, only that one will have an artificially larger
direct ionization rate than using the long-grid calculation.
In Fig. 3 we compare the transient resonance-state probability PL1 R0 obtained from the space-resolved MCTDH calculation (dotted line) with that
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Figure 3: Projection of the total wavefunction on the |L1 R0 i resonance state for ICD
initiated via a 16.5 ps π pulse. The dotted line corresponds to the space-resolved MCTDH
calculation on the small grid, the other lines to state-resolved calculations. As detailed in
the text the solid curve is evaluated via an effective Γfit
ion,ε0 = 0.045 meV obtained from an
MCTDH calculation. The dashed curve is evaluated using Γest
ion,ε0 = 0.027 meV, which is
obtained from the non-interacting two-electron system under a continuous lasing field.

obtained from the state-resolved representation (other lines). The latter are
significantly faster, but require an a-priori calculation of all relevant energies
and transition rates (cf. Sec. 2.2.2). Note that the ICD rate ΓICD = 4.0876 ·
10−3 meV is straightforwardly obtained from MCTDH electron-dynamics
is less incalculations, whereas the calculation of the ionization rate ΓMCTDH
ion
tuitive. Evaluation of the transition matrix element ΓMCTDH
= 2π|hfε |ẑ|ii|2
ion
is inaccurate when being done with the state functions obtained in the relaxation calculation, i.e. with a discretized continuum and a low integrationaccuracy on a non-dense grid. Moreover, |fε i contains only states accessible
from single-photon excitations. Therefore, we prefer to estimate Γest
ion,ε0 from
a significantly more accurate MCTDH propagation as introduced in [51].
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There, the non-interacting two-electron paired QD is exposed to a continuous laser so that PL1 R0 undergoes Rabi oscillations. The maxima of PL1 R0
decrease mainly due to ionization (including multi-photon ionization) and
−2
their connecting line shows an exponential decay with Γest
ion,ε0 = 2.7416 · 10

meV. Note that the rate estimated here is intrinsically dependent on the
laser strengths and connects to the rate Γion used in the equations of Sec.
2.2.2 through Γion = Γion,nε0 /(nε0 /2)2 = 2πµ2ion . The state-resolved calculation with this rate gives a resonance state probability PL1 R0 (t) with the
same trend as that from the space-resolved calculation but at higher overall
probability (dashed line in Fig. 3). This overestimation can be assigned
to the neglect of Coulomb interaction while evaluating Γest
ion,nε0 , because the
Coulomb repulsion should lead to an increase of the direct ionization probability. Hence, we propose to calibrate the state-resolved calculation by fitting
its probability to the space-resolved probability for the known π-pulse scenario (solid line) before we transfer the method’s usage to other pulses. This
−2
renders the larger Γfit
meV. The other perspective for a
ion,ε0 = 4.5001 · 10

more accurate state-resolved description of ionization would be to include
the three additional sets of continuum states into the model that can be
reached after a two-photon pulse. This would, however, complicate the algebra in the spirit of Sec. 2.2.2 considerably, and require the evaluation of
further transition matrix elements with the difficulties described in the above
paragraph.
Let us now turn to the photoelectron spectrum (Fig. 4 (c)). It is widely
known that an ionization spectrum has a typical profile when the ionization
process into a specific final state can take place via two distinct pathways,
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Figure 4: Series of Fano profiles for different n predicted from the calculation of the electron
spectra (Eq. (23)). Line shapes correspond to space-resolved calculations (solid), the fit
of the profile these data (dashed) as well as state-resolved calculations (dotted), without
showing the respective fit explicitly. For the smaller nε0 ((a)-(d)) the Fano profiles are
asymmetric along the ordinate. They become nearly ideal ((b),(c)) for the 0.5π and 1π
pulse and asymmetric with respect to the abscissa for the largest nε0 ((e),(f)).
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i.e. via continuum states or via a discrete state [59, 60]. Depending on the
interrelation of the lifetime of the resonance state and the applied external
field, i.e. pulse strength and duration, the resulting profile can be peak
multiplets [58, 53] or Fano peaks [51, 59, 60, 61] (cf. Sec. 1). As in our
present study the decay of the resonance state is slower than the duration of
a Rabi oscillation we observe a nearly-ideal Fano profile for an nπ pulse (Fig.
4 (c), solid line). In Ref. [51] we showed how the absolute ICD rate and
the parameter q can be deduced from the shape when fitting with Eq. (24)
(dashed line). Here we find ΓICD = 3.91 · 10−3 meV in reasonable agreement
with ΓICD obtained when fitting the exponential decay of PL1 R0 . q = 0.854
further suggests an approximately equal importance of both pathways. The
Fano profile obtained from the state-resolved ansatz (dotted line) gives the
same ΓICD = 3.95 · 10−3 meV, however, a slightly higher q = 0.986 (cf. Tab.
2) which we will discuss in later sections.
3.2. ICD After Arbitrary Laser Pulses
Another point of this paper is to investigate how an arbitrarily-strong
pulsed laser can trigger ICD in competition with direct ionization. Shown by
the black solid line in Fig. 5 is how the ionization probability (1 − |Ψ(tend )|2 )
varies with the laser intensity. The quantity 1 − |Ψ(tend )|2 evaluated after a
long MCTDH propagation time tend = 1277.86 ps is an indicator for the total
ionization probability of the system for either pathway, the direct one or ICD.
For very weak fields 1 − |Ψ(tend )|2 = 0 means that no ICD or ionization has
occurred. The system remained in the ground state and the norm |Ψ(tend )|2 =
1 was conserved. The contrary case occurs for the first time at ε0 = 0.0243
a.u. (π pulse), where the system is either directly ionized or populates the
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Figure 5: Scan of the ionization probability 1 − |Ψ(tend )|2 as function of n, a measure for
the laser strength (nε0 ), for the space-resolved (solid black line) and the state-resolved
(black dotted line) calculations. The difference ∆ between the two curves (shifted up by
0.4) is depicted by the dotted gray line.

eventually completely decaying |L1 R0 i through population inversion. The
loss of the norm is here due to the usage of the CAPs for the space-resolved
calculations, which removes the electrons from the continuum. For the stateresolved calculations the ionization probability corresponds to the occupation
of the continuum state |L0 εi at tend , PL0 ε (t) = 1 − PL0 R0 (t) − PL1 R0 (t).
In the range from π to 5π the total ionization probability oscillates. In
principle it reaches minima at all even-nπ pulses, as such pulses render the
system in the ground state |L0 R0 i and hence allow ICD to take place only
during the short lasing period t < tω . At the same time, direct ionization
can happen and further depopulates the state |L0 R0 i. This leads to non-zero
minima as shown in Fig. 5. The height of population, 0.7 (0.99) for the
2π (4π) pulse, is even a direct measure for the direct photoionization which
gains importance towards higher n. The ionization probability reaches its
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maxima at n associated with odd-nπ pulses, which render the system into
|L1 R0 i, which then can decay completely via ICD.
Fig. 5 contains two scans, the one from space-resolved (solid, black line)
and the one from state-resolved (dotted, black line) calculations, where for
the latter the fitted Γfit
ion,ε0 was used. Both lines are in great accord with each
other. Therefore we show the scaled difference plot ∆ = |Ψspace (tend )|2 −
|Ψstate (tend )|2 +0.4 (right coordinate axis, light gray, dashed line). The largest
deviations is in the range 2 < n < 4 where the state-resolved calculation gives
lower 1 − |Ψ(tend )|2 and hence underestimates direct ionization, i.e. the total
ionization probability lags behind. This difference may be assigned to the
rising importance of multi-photon effects that are contained in Γfit
ion,ε0 only to
an amount relevant for lower intensity radiation. Further increasing the pulse
strength results in a saturated ionization probability in both calculations.
For n < 1 the state-resolved calculation gives a slightly larger 1−|Ψ(tend )|2 .
This may indicate a larger account for direct ionization which was introduced
when fitting Γfit
ion,ε0 for a higher-energy π pulse. But as the difference is small,
we conclude that there is no obvious multi-photon effect. This conclusion is
supported by a direct comparison of the state populations, obtained from
both, space-resolved and state-resolved, calculations (cf. Sec. 3.2.3).
3.2.1. nπ Pulses
After visiting a few marked spots of the scan and discussing their characteristics, we begin our discussion on ICD after the odd-nπ pulses with
n = 3, 5, which lead our system to the excited resonance state, and the
even-nπ pulses n = 2, 4 that drive the system n/2 times into the excited
state and each time back into the ground state, so that the final situation
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Figure 6: Population of the resonance state |L1 R0 i as it evolves through time under the
radiation of nπ pulses. Note that the time scale is changed after t > 17 ps to reveal the
dynamics of the laser-induced Rabi oscillations and the ICD process, respectively. The
space-resolved calculation (solid line) is compared to the state-resolved one (dashed line)
for the case n = 3.0.

is a non-excited system. In Fig. 6 PL1 R0 obtained from the space-resolved
calculations is shown for different puls strengths and Tab. 1 lists the data,
such as PLmax
, obtained from these calculations. PL1 R0 for the case of the 3π
1 R0
pulse is shown in a comparison for space-and state-resolved results (solid and
dashed green line, respectively). In the state-resolved picture the maximum
after a Rabi half cycle is at slightly higher PLmax
. This supports that its ion1 R0
ization probability is underestimated as already discussed in Sec. 3.1. For
t > 11 ps the state-resolved PL1 R0 is smaller than that of the space-resolved
calculation.
At short times t < 17 ps we use a higher resolution in Fig. 6 to visualize
the number of Rabi oscillations. For longer times 17 ps ≤ t ≤ 128 ps we
reduce the resolution of the time axis to show the exponential decay of PL1 R0
which is, however, only very clear in the n = 1 case (blue line) from which
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ΓICD was deduced. During the even-nπ pulse we see n/2 maxima during
the pulse, for n = 2 at tmax = 8 ps ≈ tω /2 (yellow line) and for n = 4
at tmax = 5 ps ≈ tω /4 and at 10 ps ≈ 3tω /4 (red line). In fulfillment of
expectations after n/2 full Rabi oscillations no ICD can be observed after
the termination of the pulse as PL1 R0 is then nearly zero, hence ΓICD remains
unknown. But also after the odd-nπ pulses PL1 R0 is already below 0.1 and
only for the 3π pulse ΓICD = 4.0879 · 10−3 meV can be obtained with a
deviation below one per mille. An easier fitting would be obtained if direct
ionization was less important as e.g. when the pulse was not applied to the
right QD [51].
The evidence of the fact that increasing the intensity of laser field enhances the direct ionization process is observed from the simultaneously decreasing maximum populations PLmax
(Tab. 1 and left panel of Fig. 6).
1 R0
Similarly, the recurrence of the successive maximum of PL1 R0 drops with the
increased field strength. We also compare the space- with the state-resolved
dynamics for higher n and show it n = 3 in Fig. 6 (dotted green line). For
the π pulse itself, where we had fitted Γion to match both functions (Sec. 3.1),
both representations give identical results. But for larger n PLmax
is typically
1 R0
larger at early times in the state-resolved representation. This effect has to
be assigned to an underestimation of multi-photon ionization. In MCTDH
multi-photon excitations are automatically included as all continuum states
are included in the calculation and treated on equal footing. Contrary, in
the state-resolved picture we do only consider single-photon excitation due
to the underlying two-state plus continuum representation (Fig. 1). Any
multi-photon effect could only be included through Γfit
ion,ε0 which, however,
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Table 1: Maximal resonance state populations PLmax
during the first Rabi cycle at tmax
1 R0
for nπ pulses with intensity I read from Fig. 6.

I/Wcm−2

PLmax
1 R0

tmax /ps

1.0 2.8918·108

0.63

14.0

2.0 5.7835·108

0.50

7.7

3.0 8.6753·108

0.43

6.2

4.0 1.1567·109

0.39

5.5

5.0 1.4459·109

0.35

4.9

n

was done for the π pulse only.
As it turns out to be impossible to deduce a quantitative ΓICD by fitting
the exponential decay of PL1 R0 in Fig. 6, we consider the photoelectron
spectra to gain this information. The respective spectra based on spaceresolved calculations for n = 1, 2, 3 are to be found in Fig. 4 (c), (e), and (f)
(solid lines) and those based on state-resolved calculations in the same figures
(dotted lines). When fitting Fano lines shapes to the former according to Eq.
space
(24) (dashed lines), we obtain Γspace
, as listed
ICD and the Fano parameter q

in Tab. 2. The respective values q state and Γstate
ICD are also given in Tab. 2.
Note that it is easier to fit a reasonable ΓICD to the profile connected to the 3π
pulse then to that of the 2π pulse, because the former shows an exponentially
decaying PL1R0 . At this place we do not yet go into the details of q. We only
want to state that q for the 2π pulse is in line with that for lower-nπ pulses
(cf. Sec. 3.2.3), whereas that for the 3π peaks out from the series. Here,
we observe a large negative q. Such an effect was reported for a significant
modification of the continuum by the laser [73, 74] and may eventually open
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Table 2: Fano profile parameters q and ΓICD from fits of the Fano profile (Eq. (24)) to
photoelectron spectra of space- and state-resolved calculations (indicated by superscripts)
for a series of nπ pulses with intensities I.

I/Wcm−2

q space

Γspace
ICD /meV

q state

Γstate
ICD /meV

0.1 2.8918·107

1.035

3.99 · 10−3

0.946

3.95 · 10−3

0.5 1.4459·108

0.976

3.92 · 10−3

0.951

4.02 · 10−3

1.0 2.8918·108

0.854

3.91 · 10−3

0.986

3.95 · 10−3

1.5 4.3376·108

0.644

4.08 · 10−3

1.053

4.14 · 10−3

2.0 5.7835·108

0.160

6.08 · 10−3

1.351

4.50 · 10−3

3.0 8.6753·108

−6.090

3.99 · 10−3

−1.835

4.10 · 10−3

n

the door to resonance profile control in the context of electron dynamics in
quantum dots.
3.2.2. Strong Fields
For all fields above the Fano regime, i.e. for n > 3 the scan of Fig. 5
shows the full realization of final state |L0 εi predominantly through direct
ionization as discussed in Sec. 3.1. In Fig. 6, for example, the 5π excited
system is excited into the resonance state once during the first Rabi cycle.
No further Rabi inversion brings the system into the resonance state |L1 R0 i
as all |L0 R0 i population has been used up through direct ionization. Neither
from Fig. 6 nor from the photoelectron spectra ΓICD can be deduced. Only
in the case if a less-ionizing field, e.g. a pulse only applied to the left QD
might change this situation [51].
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Figure 7: Population PL1 R0 of the resonance under weak laser pulses (below-π).

3.2.3. Weak Fields
The scan (Fig. 5) reveals a weak field regime of irrational-nπ laser pulses
with 0 < n < 1 in which only a partial population inversion is possible within
the lasing duration tw . Fig. 7 and Tab. 3 display the maxima of PL1 R0 at
times tmax in dependence of nε0 . After tw PL1 R0 always decays exponentially
and ΓICD can be determined. A constant average hΓICD i = 4.0984 · 10−3 meV
with small deviation is found for all pulses n > 0.2. The deviation of the
individual ΓICD from that average increases with increasingly weak pulses
over 2.34% for the 0.2π pulse to 4.79% for the 0.1π pulse. This is because
the decay through ICD becomes faster than populating the decaying state
via the laser pulse, i.e. ∂PL1 R0 /∂t ≈ 0.
Let us briefly turn to the state-resolved calculations. In Fig. 7 the dotted line for n = 0.4 represents the general trend found for all state-resolved
curves. There PL1 R0 for the weaker fields is always slightly lower than that
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Table 3: Maximal resonance state populations PLmax
at tmax before the exponential decay
1 R0
determined by ΓICD for nπ pulses with intensities I obtained from Fig. 7.

I/Wcm−2

PLmax
1 R0

tmax /ps

ΓICD /meV

0.1 2.8918·107

0.02

15.6

4.2836·10−3

0.2 5.7835·107

0.08

15.1

4.1831·10−3

0.4 1.1567·108

0.26

15.7

4.1159·10−3

0.6 1.7351·108

0.48

15.3

4.0976·10−3

0.8 2.3134·108

0.61

14.8

4.0922·10−3

1.0 2.8918·108

0.64

14.1

4.0876·10−3

n

from space-resolved calculations. Again this can be explained by the dynamics for multi-photon excitations. For n < 1 these are over-represented in the
state-resolved equations and hence the system is more strongly ionized.
In the discussed range the electron spectra can as well be analyzed. Fig.
4 (a)-(d) comprise a few relevant Fano shapes for different values of n, Tab. 2
the respective numerical data. In accord with the Fano theory of resonances
[59] the profiles vary with increasing laser field strengths nε0 and intensities,
respective, from a Lorentzian shape known for the pure decay (q space →
∞, n = 0 [51]) to a quasi-ideal Fano profile for equal importance of both
pathways (q space = 0.854, n = 1). This is also valid in the state-resolved
picture. For intermediate n the q space obtained in the MCTDH calculation
decrease from 1.035 to 0.160 with increasing n, whereas the state-resolved
approach gives an increase of q state from 0.946 to 1.351 for 0.1π to 2.0π pulses.
This brings us to the concrete meaning of the Fano profile parameter q.
Fano himself defined q as being proportional to the rate among the transi-
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tion probability from the initial into the resonance state with admixture of
continuum contributions and that from the initial into the unperturbed continuum states [59]. As in MCTDH no unperturbed continuum is available,
and on the other hand in the state-resolved calculations a resonance state
with continuum admixture is not considered, the discussion in this paper
can only be qualitative. For the space-resolved ansatz the denominator of
the q definition may eventually be more affected as the resonance state in
MCTDH can adjust for varying continuum admixture. Upon increasing nε0
the transition into the continuum becomes more important, especially that
into the multi-photon states which are explicitly included in MCTDH. Hence
the denominator increases while q space decreases. Our initial understanding
of q = %ICD/%ion [51] is in accord with this interpretation. In the stateresolved ansatz the denominator supposedly has a decreasing value, because
the transition into always the same unperturbed continuum states is overestimated for small nε0 with the underlying constant Γfit
ion,ε0 , and in the inverse
case underestimated. Hence, q state must increase here.
4. Conclusions
Nowadays the interatomic Coulombic decay is recognized as a highlyefficient elementary process in numerous physical and chemical systems [3, 4].
Ideas of its device application advanced to pairs of quantum wells [26] and
quantum dots [24, 25] that offer a number of control options for ICD. Among
these are differently-shaped, focused, and polarized initiating laser pulses
[51].
This study targeted laser-intensity control. The present analyses of nπ
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pulses led to transient state populations, rates for ICD and direct ionization
of the quantum dots, and probabilities for either pathway from photoelectron
spectra. Particularly, we discussed the reason for Fano peak profiles dominating the spectrum and, additionally, the relevance of multi-photon excitations.
The findings immediately revealed a below-π to π pulse for the most efficient
preparation of the decaying state. In this spirit coherent control of ICD is
within reach.
For the past and present space-resolved real-time dynamics predictions
of ICD [25, 51] an antisymmetrized variant of the multi-configuration timedependent Hartree method has been used. Now we consider a state-resolved
ansatz that was originally developed for the description of the resonant Auger
decay in atoms [70, 71]. From this complementary viewing angle we consolidate our recent and previous results.
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